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for which updated editions are available. Banks does not include a glossary
of basic terminology which might have been useful for some readers.
One other point is worth noting: Banks has written this book to be
universally understood by readers from any country. In instances when concepts involve “subtle cross-border differences” (such as in financial statement
construction), the author focuses on the theories behind the concepts that
can be applied across national practices and standards.

RECOMMENDATION
Finance: the Basics is a recommended primer for readers who need to
quickly learn the fundamentals of finance and investing. It is suitable for
purchase by public, academic, and some corporate libraries whose patrons
include small business owners, entrepreneurs, business managers, employees who are new to the financial services industry, and undergraduate students. It is also recommended for librarians who would like to brush up on
their own financial knowledge to better serve their patrons.
Alex Caracuzzo
Associate Head Librarian
Dewey Library for Management and Social Sciences
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
alex3@mit.edu

FRAUD CASEBOOK: LESSONS FROM THE BAD SIDE OF BUSINESS. Wells,
Joseph T. (Ed.). Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2007, 610 pp., US$68.00, ISBN 978-0470-13468-9.

INTRODUCTION
Since the unveiling of corporate scandals such as Enron, the United State’s
government has aggressively prosecuted fraud cases and has established
tougher laws in an effort to prevent fraud. For the PricewaterhouseCoopers
study titled Economic Crime: People, Culture and Controls,1 representatives
of 5,400 companies from 40 different countries were interviewed. Forty-three
percent reported that their companies had been victims of economic crime
within the past 2 years. The average loss from fraud per company increased
nearly 40% in 2 years from roughly US $1.7 million in 2005 to approximately
US $2.4 million in 2007. Along with the increased government concern about
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corporate fraud has come an increased interest in fraud research, especially
in the academic world.

SCOPE
The main purpose of this book is to analyze past fraud cases to help readers
learn to detect, investigate, and more important, prevent fraud. Editor Joseph
T. Wells comments in the preface, “My experience in this field has taught
me that when fraud occurs, there are no winners. That makes prevention
the ultimate goal. And that process begins with educating ourselves” (xiv).

AUTHORITY
Fraud Casebook is an authoritative collection of 62 real-life fraud cases. The
book was written by the fraud examiners who investigated the cases. It
includes details of their experiences, and the circumstances and the consequences of the crimes. The editor is Joseph T. Wells, founder and chairman of
the board of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, one of the world’s
largest antifraud organizations. He has more than 40 years of experience
fighting white-collar crime, including 10 years working as a special agent
of the FBI, where he investigated thousands of fraud cases. Mr. Wells has
lectured to thousands of antifraud professionals and has written numerous
books and articles.

ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT
The book is divided into four parts. Part 1 covers asset misappropriations
fraud, also known as embezzlement. This is employee theft of company
assets such as monetary assets (cash), supplies, or equipment. This is the
most common fraud offense, and for this reason it is the largest section of
the book and includes 41 cases. Part 2 consists of nine cases of corruption. This type of crime, which includes bribery, extortion, nepotism, and
scams, consists of misusing one’s office for private gain and involves monetary and nonmonetary benefits. Part 3 discusses six cases of fraudulent
financial reporting resulting from distorted records, falsified transactions, or
misused accounting principles. This type of fraud is not as frequent, but it
is the most expensive offense. Part 4 includes six cases of other types of
fraud.
Each case includes four areas. The introduction to each case consists of
a background story that reviews details of the life of each perpetrator in an
effort to show the tragic human side of the crime. The second area explains
how the fraud was committed and includes accounting and technical details.
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The next area is called “Lessons Learned.” It includes sound advice on what
went wrong. In the last area, called “Recommendations to Prevent Future
Occurrences,” the writers share their insights into the steps that need to be
taken to prevent future offences.

EVALUATION
This book is easy to read and clearly structured. The writers have their
own styles, but they all succeed in helping the reader understand more
about the world of fraud. It is a useful tool for professors and businessethics trainers. Faculty can use these real-life examples in their teaching. This
book is recommended for academic libraries that support undergraduate and
graduate students enrolled in business ethics courses. This book is a great
addition to any public library that serves nonprofit organizations and small
businesses.

NOTE
1. Global economic crime survey 2007: Economic crime: People, culture and controls. (2008,
July 16). PricewaterhouseCoopers. Available at www.pwc.com/extweb/pwcpublications.nsf/docid/
1E0890149345149E8525737000705AF1.

Leticia Camacho
Business Librarian
Brigham Young University
leticia camacho@byu.edu

HOW TO CREATE AND MANAGE A MUTUAL FUND OR EXCHANGED
TRADED FUND: A PROFESSIONAL’S GUIDE. Gerber, Melinda. New York:
Wiley Finance Series, J. Wiley & Son, Inc., 2008, 351 pp., US$95.00, ISBN
978-0-470-12055-2.

INTRODUCTION
This book in Wiley Finance Series, How to Create and Manage a Mutual
Fund or Exchanged Traded Fund: A Professional’s Guide, is a publication by
Melinda Gerber. The author, Melinda Gerber, holds an MBA concentrating
in operations, information systems and organizational behavior from the
University of Southern California and has served as a secretary on the board
of directors for the Ameristock Corporation and Ameristock Mutual Fund.

